Support Your Clinic with
Simple, Affordable,
Technology Solutions

®

Improve Your Clinical Workflow
and Patient Experience
Each day, your team has no idea what their shift may have in store for them, how
hectic the day will be, what patient needs may arise, or how they can help those
entering the office. Committed to helping your team deliver a quality patient
experience and improve the workflow of your clinic through any challenges they
face, Tech Works® has created simple scalable technology solutions to:

Shorten patient wait times

Manage patient arrival with simplified front office to back office
communications to start care quickly after arrival.

Move patients and staff seamlessly

Track the work flow of your clinic by managing staff as well as multiple or flexible
room groupings and tracking by geography or discipline (including swing rooms).

Share information in real-time with patients and staff

Improve the patient experience by knowing where your staff is needed next, what
rooms are ready, and alerting the correct person where they need to be and when.

Support critical communications in and out of surgery

Ensure clear communications when it matters most, while meeting emergency call
code requirements (including code blue and staff assist) from 1 to 256 locations.

Streamline efficiencies and patient interactions

Share relevant information with customized messaging to patients and staff
through pagers, tablets, text, computer alerts, and digital signage.

Provide real-time monitoring and reporting

Drive efficiencies in your operation with real-time monitoring and reporting of
waiting times, time spent with doctor, call response, and more.

Interface your current clinical systems and data

Capture key information and communications with a flexible database that
integrates with your Electronic Medical Records (EMR) and other systems you use.

Give you a return on your investment

Get a return on investment for your technology purchases with cost-effective solutions
that are designed to only give what you need to improve your clinical operations.
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Learn more about how to make a change in your operations.
Call 800-813-1080, email info@tech4people.com or visit techworks-usa.com

About Tech Works
Focused on the mission, “make specialized
communication easy,” Tech Works® offers simple
scalable technology solutions for healthcare
organizations. These flexible solutions are created
specifically to support you in delivering an optimal
patient experience, managing your workflow,
and meeting necessary code requirements while
providing efficiencies that give you a return on
your technology investment.
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